
 

Since more than 200 years ALTHOFFER supplies Technical Textiles to OEMs, to retailers of small bakeries 

and to industrial bakeries. 

 

High performance machine parts with  
 

ALTHOFFER’s technical textiles 

ALTHOFFER’s range of products for industrial bread making equipment consists of : 
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► Cups and trays for roll proofers made of mono-filament gauzes or synthetic 

felt upon customer’s selection, 

► Cotton or cotton/polyester belts, made of single ply or of multi-plies,  
 including heat welding or mechanical junction, upon the selection of the 

customer. Typical applications : dough sheeters or outlet conveyors. 
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Since many years, ALTHOFFER pays a special attention to the selection 

of the raw materials for the development of food grade products. Moreo-

ver, ALTHOFFER actively participates within the working group to the 

standard definition dedicated to food grade textiles.  

As responsible and quality manufacturer, ALTHOFFER in-

sures the tracking and the food grade of its products according 

to CE 1935/2004 standard and to CE 2023/2006 and UE 

10/2011 Directives. 

► PU* or PE** or PVC*** coated belts made of single ply or multi plies,  

 finished with smooth surface, shiny or matt, or with imprint patterns, end-

less by mechanical junction or by heat-welding depending on the individu-

al customer's specs. These belts are designed to dough rounders, 

sheeters, cutters, conveyors…   

      ► pre-oven and oven feeding belts made of  

          synthetic fabrics, 2.2 mm thick, an area weight of 

          1500 g/m², withstanding high temperatures from  

          140°C to 230°C according to the type of polymer. 

 

► All technical textiles for small bakeries units such as : belts for oven 
elevators, pockets for intermediate proofers, belts for sheeters and for 
dough conveyors, linen or synthetic clothes for couches etc.  

 

► Sleeves for flour transfer and filter bags for dust collectors. 

*PU stays for polyurethane; **PE stays for polyester; ***PVC stays for polyvinylchloride 


